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Who are the Boov’s enemy?

What do the Boov do after they relocate the humans?

Why does Tip hate the Boov?

Who does Oh invite to his party?

How does Oh fix Tip’s car?

What does it mean to “relocate”? !
 ____________________________________________________________________ !!
What is a “fugitive”? !
____________________________________________________________________

Home 
!

 In the movie, Home, the alien race known as the Boov are good at one 
thing - running away. While on the run from their enemy, the Gorg, the Boov 
have decided to start a friendly invasion of Earth, led by Captain Smek. The 
Boov relocate the humans to other parts of the planet while they take over 
their homes. One of the Boov is a more excited and free - thinking member of 
the species. He invites all of the other Boov to his apartment for a 
housewarming party. Sadly, none of them show up. “Oh”, this free-thinking 
Boov, is feeling lonely. 
 Not far from Oh is a teenage girl named Tip. She was separated from her 
mother, Lucy, during the invasion, leaving Tip, and her pet cat, Pig, alone and 
frightened. These feelings fuel her hatred for the Boov. Finally, Tip has no 
choice but to make a run for it, leaving her home, taking her car, and 
searching for her mother. 
 Oh runs into the street and finds a Boov cop named Kyle. He, like the 
rest of his species, is annoyed with Oh. Oh invites Kyle to his party, and then 
decides to send a mass invite to every Boov on Earth. Oh hits, “reply all”, 
which causes the email to go to EVERYBODY in the galaxy, including the 
Gorg. The Boov panic, and Oh becomes a fugitive. He runs away, running into 
Tip and Pig in a convenience store. Tip traps Oh in a freezer, but then needs to 
let him out when her car won’t start, and she needs him to convert it into a 
car that runs on slushie. Oh takes Tip to the Paris Boov command center to 
get information on the whereabouts of her mother. Meanwhile, the smartest 
Boov decides that they can stop the invitation from getting to the Gorg, but 
Oh’s password is unique (everyone else’s is “Password”), so they need to 
arrest Oh. Oh and Tip need to find a way to stop the email, AND they need to 
find Tip’s mom. This is Oh’s chance to prove he can do it! !


